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the screen, build up into a very good plane wave. This is par-
ticularly instructive as both the elementary and resulting waves
are clearly seen.
A simple case of diffraction is obtained by sending the waves
against a barrier that extends two thirds of the way across the
trough. A plane wave sent against this shows diffraction at the
edges after passing the bar (see Fig. 4).
The great beauty of the phenomena referred to delights all
classes, and the simplicity with which these results may be at-
tained must appeal to all teachers of the subject. The whole
secret of success lies in having the apparatus level, the surfaces
clean, and the water not too deep over the shoals. These condi-
tions being secured one must use only single waves (wherever
possible) to have complete success.
In conclusion I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to my
brother, H. S. Baker, B.Sc., for suggesting the spring vibrator
and for certain other details in the development of the method.
SYMPOSIUM ON THE PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF
PHYSICS TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
(Continued from January, 1909.’)
The Aims and Needs of High School Physics.
XI. BY PROFESSOR R. A. MILLIKANT,
The University of Chicago.
The fundamental purposes of a high school course in physics
are so interlinked with the purposes of all public education that
it seems to me impossible to discuss the smaller topic save in its
relations to the larger.
If then I were asked to state as briefly and as broadly as pos-
sible the fundamental aim of all public education I should say
that it was to give to the rising generation the best possible prep-
aration for perpetuating and improving upon the civilization
which it inherits.
If I were asked to enumerate, in order of importance, the fac-
tors which contribute best to this end I should say:
i. The development in the young of high ethical standards
and ideals; for education without moral character is obviously
one of society’s greatest menaces.
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2. The development of the power of self-control as it mani-
fests itself especially in industry and application to the mastery
of difficult situations; for without this quality success in any
walk of life is, broadly speaking, impossible.
3. The implanting in the rising generation of a knowledge
of, and an ability to use, the materials and the tools by means of
which existing civilization has been built up; for a knowledge
of fact and a mastery of methods unknown to the unlearned is
the most tangible.and the most obvious sign of education.
Taking these three statements as a preamble let us. consider
in what way our present high school curriculum, and in partic-
ular our present courses in physics subserve these ends, the first
ethical, the second disciplinary, and the third utilitarian, and
how they may be made to subserve them better.
The first and most important of the three is not and probably
cannot be, officially recognized in the organization of our public
school system. It is left to each individual teacher, and herein
lies his incomparable opportunity, to pass on the best ideals of
the past to the generation which is to follow. This can be done
in connection with all studies, but physics offers especial oppor-
tunities for impressing the lesson of scrupulous honesty in ob-
servation and statement, and for inculcating’habits of accuracy,
reliability, conciseness and orderliness.
The first need then of high school physics, as of all teaching,
is not new methods or new books, but rather the right sort of
teachersmen who realize that the greatest need of the schools
is, in the words of the resolution adopted unanimously by the
National Educational Association last summer, an ever "increas-
ing appreciation among educators that the building of character
is the real aim of the schools and the ultimate reason for the
expenditure of millions for their maintenance,^ and that "the
tendency in the minds of the children and youth of to-day toward
a weak appreciation of the demands of duty, and a disposition
to follow pleasure and interest rather than obligation and order/’
constitutes a ^condition which demands the earliest thought and
action of our leaders of opinion, and places important obliga-
tions upon school boards, superintendents, and teachers."
The second aim, namely, the disciplinary one, may, and of
course should, enter into’ all of the courses in the curriculum,
and yet.different subjects obviously have widely different values
when regarded as means of giving the student control over dif-
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ferent faculties, and it will generally be conceded that physics
is of peculiar value in developing and disciplining the reasoning
faculty. In it the problem methoda method which has no
equal in developing the powers of the studentis particularly
easy to apply. In it the memorizing, text-book habit, to which
the pupil is so diligently trained in many other studies, is par-
ticularly easy to eradicate. For physics is unlike most of the
other subjects of the high school course in that the material with
which it deals is almost’ wholly available to the student at first
hand, so that in it he can be taught to observe, and to begin to
interpret for himself the world in which he lives, instead of
merely memorizing text-book facts, and someone else’s formula-
tions of so-called laws. Indeed, from the intellectual standpoint,
the main object of the course in physics is to teach the student
to begin to think for himself, to begin to construct for himself
with the aid of the great generalizations and hypotheses which
have come down from the past, an orderly world out of the
chaotic jumble of phenomena which observation presents to him.
The old memorizing method of teaching physics is by far the
easier one, but a physics from which all the difficulties have been
removed is a false, and a useless physics. Whether the diffi-
culties are removed by the old method of teaching merely by
authority, the memory being crammed with undigested facts.
laws and formulas, or by the more modern method of omitting
everything bothersome, and serving up to the pupils delectable
dishes of predigested thought, the result is the samean emas-
culated physics, entertaining, no doubt, ’in the latter case, and
very dry and uninteresting in the former, but well-nigh value-
less in both. I have all sympathy with every effort to make high
school physics more interesting by making it more intelligible
and I cordially admit that much that has been taught in the
name of high school- physics within the past decade has come
over from college physics and has been completely unintelligible
to beginning pupils, but let us beware that in the effort to make
physics popular we do not confuse instruction with amusement,
tlie interest of achievement and mastery with the interest of en-
tertainment, the satisfactions of the student with the satisfac-
tions of the vaudeville patron. In the concrete, let us beware
that we do not replace a study of naked, fundamental physical
principles in the light of well chosen laboratory and class room
exercises, by a childish playing with some new physical toys.
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It is not teaching physics, nor developing the intellectual powers
of the student in any way, merely to show him what levers to
turn and what buttons to push to make a toy steam engine go,
an automobile start, or a wireless telegraph work. There are
thousands of firemen, chauffeurs, and amateur electricians so-
called, who have learned the routine of running machines like
these, but who \yet have little or no conception of the physical
principles underlying them. The case of the boy who knew all
about installing an electric bell, but thought it was rung "by
the vibrations of the electric current" illustrates well the deplor-
able consequences of the failure to present simple demonstrations
which give insight into the fundamental principles underlying
physical appliances.
I do not for a moment mean to deprecate the study of the
applications of physics to modern life. That is a thing of the
utmost importance, as soon as, but not before, the pupil has had
such an introduction to underlying principles through simple,
definite class room and laboratory demonstrations -that he is
able to see how these principles find application in the machine
under consideration. In other words, in a beginning- course the
pupil should not only be led from the concrete to the abstract,
as he is led whenever the discussion of any topic is centered
about definite class room or laboratory experiments, but he
should also be led from the simple to the complex. The inver-
sion of this order almost invariably results, as I think well nigh
all physics teachers of experience will bear witness, in replac-
ing the pupil’s intellectual interest in the problem of understand-
ing the machine, by a mere entertainment at seeing its wheels
go around. I know of no more enervating influence in pres-
ent day education than this.
From the disciplinary standpoint, then, the greatest need of
high school physics to-day is the kind of teaching which actually
starts the pupil in the habit of independent thinkingwhich
actually gets him to attempting to relate; that is, to explain phe-
nomena in the light of the fundamental hypotheses and theories
of physics. As a means to this end we need more and better
direct experimenting and discussing of experiments in both class
room and laboratory, a less slavish use of the text-book (not,
however, less use of it), a larger use of the problem method in
its broad sense, not in its narrow sense of obtaining numerical
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results by substituting more or less mtelligently, generally less,
in the formulas of physics.
When we turn to the third aim, namely, that of developing
in the student the ability to understand and to meet the situa-
tions of modern life, we shall have difficulty i» finding any sub-
1’ect in the high school curriculum which can lay claim even to
equality with physics. For, in its externals at least, our present
day civilization differs from the best civilization of the past, that
of Greece, chiefly in its application to the modern knowledge of
physic’s and chemistry to the problems of human life. We may
go still further and say that even in the realms of the intellect
and the spirit one of the most conspicuous differences between
the modern and the ancient world lies in the fact that the method
by which results have been reached and progress made in phys-
ics, chemistry and biology has gradually been pushed over into
all branches of study. The "modern method" and the ^scien-
tific method" of approach to all problems are almost identical
terms. The essential characteristics of the method are: (i) The
dispassionate, unprejudiced, painstaking observation of facts and
phenomena; (2) The setting up of a working hypothesis to
correlate the observed facts; (3) The readiness to modify or
abandon altogether this hypothesis, as soon as, in the light of
further facts, it is found to be less well adapted to the correla-
tion of the existing data than some other hypothesis which we
are able to frame.
With reference, then, to the third aim, the chief need of the
course in physics is the sort of teaching which gives to the pupil
not only a knowledge of and an ability to a;pply a few of the
most fundamental principles of physics, but which opens his eyes
to the method of physics, which gives him the scientific attitude
toward the world, which helps him to appreciate the nature of
evidence, and the hypothetical character of all our great gen-
eralizations. This can be done by giving to physics incidentally
perhaps, but none the less truly, some sort of historical setting
by showing the pupil how and when they have been modified,
and, in some cases, discarded altogether, as science has grown.
1 can conceive of no better way of showing a boy the folly of
cock-sureness, and of implanting in him the seeds, at least, of
the scientific attitude toward all the relation of life, than by giv-
ing him a glimpse of how Galileo, and Newton, and Volta and
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Franklin, and Faraday, and Maxwell, and Henry, and Helm-
holtz, and Thomson, and the other great makers of physics have
themselves worked.
Finally, every good first course in physics must, in my judg-
ment, be a fairly extended survey course. It should be thorough
in the sense that principles of the first order, not those of the
second or third order, are clearly stated, and their most direct
and simple applications thoroughly understood.^ It should, most
emphatically, not be thorough in the sense that a relatively small
number of topics are exhaustively studied, or that any particular
topic is turned over and looked at from every possible point of
view. All these are obviously the functions of advanced courses.
All of us realize, to be sure, that the ripe fruits of physics
training cannot be secured in the brief span of the high school
course. We realize, too, that all we can expect to do is to start
the student in the right way; to inspire him to want to study the
subject more; to show him enough of what it is like, and what
it enables him to do, to lead him to /come back later on to his
elementary text-book and review first principles in their relation
to new knowledge which comes to him, or to new difficulties
which confront him. We realize, in short, that the purpose of a
first course is to open up the field, and we should be very careful,
1 think, not to commit what has been perhaps the greatest mistake
of the past two decades, namely, that of attempting to carry our
pupils so far into the details, subtleties and refinements of the
subject in the high school course, that they lose sight of the
woods on account of the trees. The course must not be so in-
tensive as to destroy perspective, nor so restricted as to fail to
leave upon the student’s mind a vivid picture of what is the
extent of the field covered by the subject, what is the method
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Principal of the High School, San Jose, Cal.
In advising any change in the matter or manner of teaching
physics in high schools, or for that matter in advising any educa-
tional changes, I am fully aware that the burden of proof rests
with those who give the advice. There is no doubt that educa-
tion must be conservative rather than erratic or sporadic in its
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mode of progress. But when it is considered that the past few
years have seen a greater progressive change in community life,
ideals, and knowledge than the world has before known in the
same time, it is not to be wondered at that the educational barom-
eter presages unusual disturbances. The period when accom-
plishments were sought and that when scholarship was made the
chief goal, have given place to the era of the specialist in both
professional and technical lines. While other aims and purposes
may influence the many, yet the flower of today’s education is
the specialist and this fact has determined both curriculum and
method. I do not think that we are on the eve of doing away
with our experts, discounting scholarship, or showing ourselves
unappreciative of real accomplishments, but in the future, as in the
past, we iwill get along with comparatively few experts, scholars,
and accomplished people. The old academy expected to educate
only the "fit," that term being very exclusive in its application.
The public high school has exceeded the fondest hopes pf its pro-
jectors. From about two hundred high schools thirty years ago,
we have about seven thousand today, and in those communities
where the high school iS most popular it -finds itself endeavoring
to educate a large proportion of the young -people of the com-
munityindeed, is engaged-in transmuting the "unfit" into the
"fit." Far from being a school for the select, the high school
today is becoming peculiarly a school for the masses. Yet its
curriculum, and to a large extent its methods, rerpain those of
the preparatory schoola school preparing people to become
specialists.
History is today arranged and taught largely according to the
recommendation of The Committee of Seven. I was privileged
a few days since to listen to a discussion of the report of The
Committee of Seven by the Pacific Coast Branch of the American
History Association. I was not altogether surprised to hear a
member of that illustrious Committee and a prominent professor
of a large university both agree that history had no place in the
secondary schoolseven characterizing ancient history in the
early years of high school as "cruelty to animals." A similar
opinion is held by prominent university scientists regarding the
various sciences in secondary schools. While these views are
extreme and would not, I am sure, meet approval with secondary
school people, who recognize that it is not the subject nor yet
the method, but the teacher that is the prime consideration in
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secondary education, still I think that the feeling is distinctly grow-
ing that the methods of specialists are not well fitted for the edu-
cation of the masses. It is further evident that while the univer-
sities have without question assisted in perfecting the present high
school system to an extent that would have been altogether impos-
sible without them, yet, with notable exceptions, they do not and
perhaps can not take the high school point of viewthat of the
education of the masses rather than the preparation of experts.
This is peculiarly a scientific era. Its record of victories over
natural forces and its discovery of hidden treasures has put into
our hands an Aladdin’s lamp. The public, unlettered in science,
are fairly superstitious’ in their devotion to it, and the public press
more than reflects this condition of the public mind. But how
have our high schools, the people’s colleges met this advance of
science? I can not forbear calling attention to the interest that
prevailed in the physics classes of earlier years when many a
physics master of today received his inspiration in what seemed
a fairy land of science. The equipment then was meager, the
teacher’s understanding of the subject scant, the text books com-
paratively inadequate, not to say inaccurate. Today the scientific
laboratories of our high schools would put to shame the college
laboratories of those days, our ’text books superbly second the
equipment of the laboratories, and the teachers are specialists in
the subjects. Combining these facts with the general interest
in science, with its wide application in daily life, and with the
large amount of popular scientific literature in newspapers, maga-
zines, and books, we might readily expect the interest in that
department of high school work to be at its zenith. I need
hardly call for testimony. We all know that the science depart-
ment today remains the department for the select and not the
masses. The following figures taken from the most recent report
of the United States Commissioner of Education are fully in
accord with what I have said. During eleven years past the per-
centage of high school pupils studying astronomy has dwindled
from 4.4% to .91%; geology from 4.8% to 2.31%; physiology
from 31.9% to 20.36% ; chemistry from 8.95% to 6.52% ; physics
from 22.08% to 15.27%.
The only possible justification for this condition of things is
that the secondary school is preparing its pupils for the univer-
sity in a better .way than formerly. I should be perfectly willing
to concede this and still believe the argument as wholly without
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force in the face of the need of the entire community for ordinary
scientific education and the enormous expense of maintaining the
science departments in the high schools as compared with other
departments. But I have had it direct from university teachers
of entering students that they practically have to repeat the sec-
ondary work in physics anyhow, and hold it but little in respect.
I doubt if this opinion is general among teachers of entering
students, but, if it is, the argument against present methods is
certainly overwhelming and complete. But no such arguments
are necessary or desired to make it seem advisable that the
sciences, and particularly physics, be given
^
a more popular pre-
sentation.
Physics teaching has been conducted with the engineer rather
than the boy and girl to be taught in view. The logical method of
the subject has been followed. It has been "from the simple to
the complex." From the primary school up, with the so’le excep-
tion of the sciences, that method of attack has been abandoned.
The child of today finds "butterfly" just as easy to read as his
father did his "a-b-ab" and very much more vital. Even Latin
has ceased to require the committing to memory of the entire
grammar before reading begins. "From the lever to the steam
engine" is the movement of one who is consciously becoming an
engineer, but the preparation for that movement should be a
study that shall lead from the engine to the lever. The lever can
have life and meaning only in the light of the engine. The very
fact that boys largely surpass girls in the study of physics is
because they have the enginethe whole field of physicsmore
in mind than have the girls. The elements of-physics are to them
thus fraught with something of meaning that is lacking in’the
case of those to whom a lever is a stick and nothing more. If the
course in physics can be made vital, it is my opinion it should be
made so whether it remains technical or not. The necessities of
the community should stand supreme. I am, however,. fully con-
vinced that the right .presentation of the phenomena of the field
of physics will aid rather than hinder in the preparation of pupils
for technical courses to be taken thereafter. Who .would think
of setting the grade stakes for a railroad without a preliminary
survey of the route! Pupils who know whither they are tending
and feel some interest in results to be obtained and who are in
sympathy with the field they are investigating, will accomplish
more and better work in the laboratory than those who go
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through tlie treadmill of laboratory exercises unillumined by in-
terest or intelligence regarding the matter in hand. I know that
there is a feeling that pupils should not be prejudiced in their
experimental work and that there should be no glow of expecta-
tion to mar the accuracy of their resultsGod save the mark!
but as I have had occasion before to observe "The magnificence
of the repressed, controlled and directed power of the great
scientist is only stimulated by the high school student, but in the
latter case it is generally nonchalance and patronizing disinter-
estedness. Self-control and death may have some points in com-
mon but their difference is life/7
But as for the average pupil who is going into life with no
further school education, or who is not to get more physics in
college, such knowledge of the field as can be given in a year, or
even in a half year, by a strong teacher with modern equipment,
will leave him at least with a vital interest in natural phenomena
and their explanationa result far from being obtained today
even with the picked few of the fourth year pupils in our high
schools.
In suggesting such a course I am not entirely without the test
of experience. For several years I have prefaced the conven-
tional course in physics with a half year into iwhich have been
crowded the most interesting physical phenomena possible. Be-
ginning with light as one of the most interesting portions of the
field, we have daily given the best possible exhibition of its phe-
nomena capable of popular explanation, and have made the class
hour one of question and answer regarding the experiments of
the day, the questions coming largely from the class. No text
book has been used, but the written account of each day has served
as a card of admission for the day following. The ’work has ap-
parently been a source of inspiration to pupils and teacher and
those who have taken it have shown a general knowledge of the
subject obtained in a half year fairly comparable with that
obtained in a year by ordinary methods and have exhibited vastly
more interest in it. The conventional course in physics given the
year following has been wholly elective and those taking it have
accomplished much more in laboratory and text than has or-
dinarily been done.
As before contended, it seems but reasonable that an acquaint-
ance with the field of phenomena would give a life. and zest to
later individual experiments, that would otherwise seem tedious
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and unattractive and it .will also give some scientific light to that
portion of the community now left wholly in the dark in so far as
ordinary scientific concepts are concerned.
In conclusion, I advise a strongly presented popular course in
physics to be given not later than the third year of the high school
course and to be generally required. It should aim to secure in
girls as well as boys a vital interest in physical phenomena and
their rational interpretation. Such a course may be followed by
a purely elective year or more of laboratory physics.
I am further of the opinion that the time approaches when our
colleges, instead of insisting that the education that fits for col-
lege necessarily fits for community life, will agree that the
education that fits for community life necessarily fits for college.
PROGRESS.
Those who can recall the laboratories of twenty and. twenty-five years-
ago will remember how rare was the micros-cope, especially for the use of
individual students. -Not only microscopes, but other scientific instruments,.
such as microtomes, projection apparatus, etc., were unknown in the ma-
jority of small schools. The progress has been gradual and we have be-
come accustomed to modern equipment without realizing the extent which
the development has reached.
We are forcibly reminded of this progress by the information given in a
recent publication^A Few Facts and Figures^issued by the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co., of Rochester, N. Y. The development of this scientific
establishment since its foundation is an index to the growing demands
which science makes upon the producers of reliable apparatus. In 3853 the-
company had no employees and occupied but a few feet of space. Today
ten acres of floor space is utilized by 1,800 employees.
This one concern has supplied over 66,000 compound microscopes besides.
a great many dissecting stands, quantities of hand magnifiers, over a million
high grade photographic lenses, etc. One interesting item is 2.0,000 oil
immersion objectives for the microscope. These were introduced, only a few
years ago; 5,500’ precise microtomes have been made besides numerous
photo-micrographic and projection equipments. Other departments have
been added from time to time, including precision glassware, made in their
own factory in Germany, the original Ganong Apparatus for the study of
plant physiology, etc. Twenty million eyeglass lenses are produced annually.
But this is not the^most important feature. Of greater importance has’
been the reduction of the cost of equipment to schools while at the same
time the quality and efficiency of the various instruments have been wonder-
fully bettered. This has been accomplished through the employment of"
highly modernized, technical equipment and the research work of a com-
petent and experienced scientific staff. The alliance with the Carl Zeiss;
Optical works of Jena, announced a year ago in the bookle’t called ^A
Triple Alliance in. Optics^, assures even better things for the future.
